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41508, E. & A. 4876), size I O  in. X 12  in. Slide 
plate (see Fig. XI). Pitch mould (see Fig. IV).  
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FIG. XI-ASSEMBLY OF SLIDE TEST *'OR PITCHES 

METHOD-A half-inch cube of pitch such as used for 
the melting-point test shall be placed a t  the top  of 
one of' the depressions in the corrugated plate, warmed 
slightiy, and pressed down so as to  present a rounded 
top, care being taken t o  keep the lower edge intact. 
A mark shall be made on the adjoining ridge parallel 
t o  the lower edge of the cube, which shall then be 
placed in the oven and held a t  40' C. for 7 hrs. 
The temperature shall be measured by a thermometer 
whose bulb is I in. above the center o f ,  the  upper 
surface of the slide plate, and whose scale is such 
tha t  the effective range may be observed outside of 
the oven. After the 7-hr. period has elapsed, the 
plate shall be removed from the oven and a second 
mark made from the ridge parallel t o  the furthest 
point the pitch has reached. The linear distance be- 
tween the two marks shall be reported as the slide. 

NoTE-Very soft pitches which may run beyond 
the end of the slide must be observed from time to  
time and the time interval a t  which they reach the 
end of the slide noted. 
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A CONVENIENT ELECTRIC HEATER FOR USE IN THE 
ANALYTICAL DISTILLATION OF GASOLINE1 

By l3- W. DEAN 
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INTRODUCTION 

A recent techhical paperZ of the Bureau of Mines 
recommends and describes a method for the analytical 
distillation of gasoline. The discussion published 
deals only with such details as are essential to  the 
accuracy and uniformity of the method and for the 
sake of simplicity omits matters which concdrn only 
ease and convenience in manipulation. 

1 Piiblished by permission of the Director of the U. S. Bureau of Mines. 
2 E. W. Dean, "Motor Gasoline, Properties, Laboratory Methods of 

Testing, and Practical Specifications," Bureau of Mines, Technzcal Paper 
KO. 166 (1917), 27 pp. See also Am SOC. Test Mat, Year Book 1915, 
pp. 568-569; Part I, Committee Reports, 16 (1916), 518-521. 

One of the important requirements of the method 
is tha t  the distillation be conducted a t  a fixed and 
uniform rate. To fulfil this requirement i t  is neces- 
sary to  employ a source of heat tha t  can be accuratdly 
regulated and tha t  is not subject to  uncontrollable 
fluctuation. The procedure commonly employed in 
petroleum-testing laboratories involves the use of a 
gas burner equipped with gas and air regulating de- 
vices and protected from air curren% by a n  enclosing 
screen or shield. In the  laboratories of the Bureau 
there has been employed instead a special electric 
heater which has proven so advantageous tha t  a der 
scription is now being offer2d for general informa- 
tion. 

DISADVANTAGES O F  G A S  AND ALCOHOL BURNERS 

Testing laboratories generally use a source of heat 
for gasoline distillation, either gas or alcohol burn- 
ers. The former are generally preferred, although 
there is now on the market a t  least one type of special 
large alcohol lamp' tha t  the Bureau knows t o  bz 
satisfactory. 

The chief disadvan- 
tage og all flame heaters 
is the difficulty in keep- 
ing them under proper 
control. Both accurate 
regulation and freedom 
from fluctuation are dif- 
ficult to  attain.  More- 
over, ordinary gas 
burners are not de- 
signed for the partic- 
ular requirements of 
gasoline distillation and d 
though more satis- a 
factory types2 are un- 
doubtedly used by 
many laboratories they 
are a t  best less satis- 
factory than elactric 
heaters? I n  addition 
to  difficulties in regu- 
lating and shielding, 
there are considerable 
losses of heat to  the 
surrounding air and to FIG. I 
parts O f  the apparatus Special gas burner designed and em- 

ployed for gasoline distillation by the 
tha t  should not be Atlantic Refining Company. Burner is 
heatzd externally.  hi^ composed of a special bronze casting 

equipped with sensitive needle valve and escape of heat may a screw adjustment for the regulation of 
the air-eas mixture. The various features 

prove a Source of dis- appearas  follows: a = g a s  inlet; b=gas 
regulating valve; c = air inlet: d = screw 

comfort to the operator adjustment controlling air supply; e =  
gauze cap to  prevent flame "striking and is liable to intI-0- back"; f = mica chimney for protection of 

duce minor possibilities flame against drafts. 

of variation in the results of an  analysis. Finally 
the use of flame heaters for the distillation of volatile 
inflammable liquids introduces an  element of danger 

1 Made by the C. J. Tagliabue Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
2 The most satisfactory gas burner with which the Bureau is familiar 

is a type in the Philadelphia laboratory of the Atlantic Refining Company, 
Through the kindness of Chief Chemist I?. C. Robinson, of this company, 
drawings and specifications for this burner in its present state of develop- 
ment have been obtained and are shown in pig, I of this paper 
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which, though slight when the operator is skilful 
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and CONSTRUCTION O F  HEATERS 

The heaters used by the Bureau have been con- 
structed in i ts  own laboratories and i t  is realized t h a t  
they probably lack much of mechanical perfzction. 
They have, however, b2en perfectly satisfactory in  

indicated indirectlythrough mention of the disadvan- use and as the interest of the B~~~~~ has been in 

superiority are better regulation and freedom from of construction, no experiments along the  line of 
uncontrollable fluctuation. I n  addition a well-de- improvement have attempted since 
signed electric heater delivers heat almost exclusively . the  first heaters of the present type were put in use. 
to  the liquid tha t  is being distilled, thereby increas- The following descriptipn is offered simply as a record 
ing the comfort of the operator and avoiding POSSi- of experience and not with the idea tha t  i t  represents 
bilities of error due t o  transfer of heat t o  the ther- either the only Qr the best way of accomp~ishing the 
mometer bulb through any other medium than  the desired purpose. 
condensing gasoline vapor. Finally, the danger of 
breakage of flasks, and of fire, either in case of break- 
age or through ignition of uncondensed gasoline vapor, MATERIALS-H e a t e r s have been made with 
is reduced to  a minimum. two common grades of nickel-chromium resistance 

The chief disadvantages of electric heaters are rela- wire,' each of which has been found satisfactory. It 
tively high cost and difficulty in obtaining equipment has not  yet been determined whether the longer life 
of satisfactory type. Heaters such as are used by or higher grades of the same type of material (such as 
the Bureau are not a t  present obtainable in the market, Chromel A or Nichrome 11) would be sufficient t o  
but  i t  is believed tha t  manufacturers will supply them warrant the greater cost. Alundum cement2 has 
if a demand exists. They can be made readily by  proven entirely satisfactory as electrical insulating 
the user by following the description given in the  material. 
present paper though this involves some little mechan- SHAPE A N D  SIZE OF THE H E A T I N G  ELEMENT-The 
ical work and possible difficulty in procuring nickel- first heating elements made proved satisfactory in 
chromium wire, which is a t  present sold under a licensing the matter of shape and size and no experiments were 
system. The cost of electric heaters is moreover made t o  ascertain if some other design might be bet- 
bound to  be several times tha t  of gas or alcohol burn- ter. The  conical form was adopted principally be- 
ers and there is also an  up-keep cost to  be taken into cause it suited the method .of hand manufacture. 
account as the resistance elements are subject t o  Dimensions of the Cone appear in  the following para- 
gradual deterioration. The convenience and  effi- graph. 
ciencl of electric heaters is, however, believed t o  METHOD OF coNsTRucTIoN-Haating elements are 
more than compensate for these disadvantages. built on a conical wooden core (see Fig. 11), consisting 

of two parts, the 
G E N E R A L  PRINCIPLES INVOLVED I N  THE BUREAU O F  cone proper and 

a rzmovable base, 
The type of heater designed by the Bureau of Mines which when in posi- 

involves no elqments of novelty and is simply the re- tion acts as a sup- 
sult of applying well-recognized principles of electric porting flange for 

furnace construction to  the requirements of the pres- the alundum cement. 
The cone is 23 /g  in. ent  type of work. The fact tha t  only a small portion 
high and 1s/4 in. in  of the surface of the distilling flask can be heated (a  
diameter a t  the base. circle 1 1 / ~  in. in diameter), renders i t  necessary t o  

use a heater which is actually a small furnace. Owing The  flange projects 
about 3/8  of an  inch. to  the fact tha t  heat is transmitted through an  air 
A number of small space instead of by actual contact with the glass the 
holes are drilled 
in the cone, the 

limits of durability of either the wire or the insulating FIG. I1 arrangement being 
Showing the conical wooden formpsed such tha t  they fall 

in making heating elements. The helix of 
resistance wire is shown, held in place by On a Spiral line 
brads inserted in small holes in the wood. making six turns of 
even pitch. Wire brads are set in these holes t o  hold 
the resistance wirz in position while the alundum 
cement is being applied. 

The resistanc.: wire is wound on a mandrel of about 
l / g  in. diameter, and the helix thus obtained stretched 

careful, is nevertheless a marked disadvantage. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES O F  ELECTRIC HEATERS 

The chief advantages of electric heaters have been 

tages Of flame heatzrs. The two vital elzments of service render2d rather t han  in details and methods 

H E A T I N G  E L E M E N T  

M I N E S  HEATER 

resistance element operates a t  a relatively high tem- Scale in inches perature. I t  has not been found, however, tha t  the 0 1 , , :? 

materials have been exceeded. 
The gasoline distillation heater is actually a Small 

electric furnace with a heating element in the form of. 
a n  inverted cone. The resistance material is ordinary 
nickel-chromium alloy wire. Electrical insulation is 
effected by a supporting cone of alundum. Thermal 
insulation is obtained by jacketing the heating ele- 
ment with kieselguhr composition, enclosed in a tight 
metal box with a cover of hard asbestos b0ard.l 1 Nichrome, sold by the Driver-Harris Co., Harrison, N. J.; Chromel C. 

2 Manufactured by the Norton Co., Worcester, Mass. 
sold by  the Hoskins Co., Detroit, Mich. 

1 Transite, sold by the H. W. Johns-Manville Co. 
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to  a length of about 2 6  in. I t  is then placed on the 
cone, where it is held in position by the brads. The 
ends of the wire are made fast by twisting them se- 
curely around brads a t  the apex and the base of the 
cone. 

Experience has indicated tha t  heating elements may 
be satisfactorily constructed, using sizes and quanti- 
ties of wire indicated by the following tabulation: 

The arrangement is shown in Fig. 11. 

Resistance 
Voltage B. and S. gacge Feet of wire in Ohms Amperes 

110 24 20 30 3 . 6  
220 27 40 120 1 .8  

of C!urrent of wire to  be used (approximate) carried 

The full-load capacity of heaters for either voltage 
is about 400 watts. It is of course understood tha t  
these figures are only roughly approximate and tha t  
they make no attempt to  take account of the minor 
variations introducid by the use of wire of slightly 
different composition and by decrease in wattage a t  
higher temperatures. 

After attaching the wire to  the well-greased mold 
a thick paste, made by mixing alundum cement with 
water, is applied. The layer should b i  about 
in. thick and the cement should be well worked in 
between the turns of the helix. I t  is not, howev-r, 
neczssary to  get it between the individual turns of 
wire as these are sufficiently insulated by the coating 
of oxide t h a t  forms on the wire. The  alundum is 
allowed to  dry and harden for a t  least a day a t  ordinary 
atmospheric conditions. Rapid drying occasionally 
results in the development of cracks, which may also 
be caused by the use of alundum paste containing 
too much watzr. After this drying the heating ele- 
ment is removed from the wooden core. This is ac- 
complished by pulling out the wire brads, removing 
the base of the  mold, and then screwing it on again 
after inserting a gasket which bears on the alundum 
mass. At this stage the latter is deficient in mechan- 
ical strength and must be handled with care. I t  is 
next smoothed up with a thin paste of cement and 
dried for several hours a t  a temperature of 100' to  
150' C. Finally i t  is fired in a mufflz furnace a t  a 
tempzrature of 700 '  t o  900' C., or, lacking thz use 
of a satisfactory furnace, it  may be cautiously brought 
to  a red heat by connecting it with a properly regulated 
electrical current. I t  is then hard and of a str-ngth 
about equivalent to  tha t  of ordinary stoneware. 

SUPPORTING CASE-The Bureau has used as sup- 
porting cases stout brass boxes with tops of hard as- 
bestos (Transite) board. The dimensions and gen- 
eral construction of the box and assembled h3ater are 
shown in Fig. 111. 

I X S U L A T I N G  MATERIALS-The insulating material 
preferred by the Bureau of Mines is a kieselguhr 
composition sold in the form of bricks.' The bricks 
are shaped roughly to  the desired inside and outside 
form, the interstices being filled with brick dust. 
Shredded asbzstos, plain kieselguhr, or magnesia 
might, if desired, be used instead. 

A S S E M B L I N G  O F  HEATER-The heating element is 
attached to  the Transite top of the box, as shown in 

1 Nonpareil bricks, made by the Armstrong Cork Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

8 2  j 

FIG. I11 
Plan and section of the complete heater showing: a=heating 

element; b=wire attaching heating element to  the cover of the 
insulating case; c = silica or porcelain tube  insulating the electrical 
lead coming from the apex of the cone; d=screws t o  which the 
supporting wire b is attached; e=binding posts cpnnecting with the 
heating element; f=transite top of the supporting case; R = klesel- 
guhr composition used for heat insulation; h=metal enclosing 
box; i = opening through which heat is delivered t o  the distilling 
Bask. 

Fig. 111. The cover is fastened to  the metal box 
with small "stove nuts" screwed through the asbestos 
and the projecting metal flange. 

R E G U L A T I N G  'RHEOSTATS 

In the Bureau thz heaters have been used connected 
in series with regulating rheostats of the slide wire 
type.  I t  has not been found satisfactory to secure 
regulation by the procedure of turning the current 
intermittently on and off. Satisfactory results have 
been obtained by the use of rhzostats tha t  permitted 
reduction of the heat delivered to  about a third of 
the full-load maximum. Rheostats having the fol- 
lowing minimum ratings have b-en found satisfac- 
tory:  For 110-volt c u r r a t ,  2 j  ohms resistance and 
3 . 6  amperes carrying capacity; for 220-volt current, 
IOO ohms rzsistance and I .  8 amperes carrying capacity. 
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The  rheostats used b y  the  Bureau have cost between 
$9 and $IO apiecd, but it is possible that  cheaper 
equipment capable of giving adequate service may 
be obtainable in the market. Water rheostats might 
be employed, and were at one time in servicz in the 
Bureau. They arz, however, of the  nature of a make- 
shift. 

DETAILS O F  OPERATION 

The type of heater described is designjd for the 
distillation of gasoline and  should not be employed 
for high-boiling liquids. The  surface from which heat 
is delivered is too small for such petrolzum products 
as kerosene, and  for this type  of work it would bd de- 
sirable t o  construct a heating element with larger 
radiating surface. 

Heating elements are of course subject t o  dzteriora- 
tion in the course of, t ime b u t  the Bureau does not  
know .what their actual life is. As yet none of thz  
heaters hav.: burned out while being used with gaso- 
line, although as indicated above rapid deterioration 

occurred when kerosene was distilled. Probably, also, 
rapid deterioration will ensue if a heater is left  for a 
considerable period of t ime at full current consumption 
without any liquid t o  distil. I t  is, however, desirable 
t o  warm hzaters up  before beginning a distillation, as 
they come t o  heat only after I O  or 15 min., and t ime can 
be saved with the  first distillation of a series if t h e  
electric current is turned .on before the  other prelimi- 
nary operations of making a distillation are begun. 
The current should not  be left on between distillations 
of a series. 

SUMMARY 

The general requirements for methods of heating 
in the  analytical distillation of gasoline have been 
discussed briefly. The  inherent disadvantages of 
flame heaters have been indicated and  a convenient 
electric heater used in the  Petroleum Laboratories 
of t he  Bureau of Mines has been described in detail. 

CHEMICAL SECTION, PETROLEUM DIVISION 
U. S. BURBAU OF MINES, FTTTSBURCH 

I FOURTH NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS I 
The Fourth National Exposition of Chemical Industries, held 

in the Grand Central Palace, New York City, September 23-28, 
1918, has now become a part of the history of the American 
chemical industry during this remarkable period of expansion. 
The carrying out of the program as originally planned was made 
possible through the recognition by the War Department of the 
direct bearing of the Exposition upon the military program, 
and the results of Exposition Week have abundantly justified this 
sympathetic cooperation. 

The increased number of exhibitors of chemical products and 
machinery completely filled the vacant spaces caused by the 
withdrawal of support by the Railroad Administration of the 
railways’ program for industrial development through chemical 
surveys. 

A striking feature of many exhibits was the evident thought 
taken to give the lay public a clear understanding of the rela- 

tions between various lines of manufacture. The recompense 
for such effort lay in the thoughtful study given to these ex- 
hibits by visitors. Several exhibitors displayed attractive 
booths, though engaged now solely upon war problems, with no 
opportunity for sales through the usual channels of commerce. 

The symposiums on important phases of the industry brought 
together a mass of well-digested material which constitutes a 
distinct addition to chemical literature. Once again the daily 
press has effectively supported the Exposition. Through the 
reports of the proceedings, as well as through the large at- 
tendance, the function of the Exposition in moulding a 
sympathetic public opinion has been realized. 

At a joint meeting of the Managers and the Advisory Com- 
mittee it was decided to hold the Fifth Exposition at  Chicago, 
in the Coliseum and its Annex, during September 1919 
-[EDITOR.] 

OPENING ADDRESSES 
September 23, 1918 

PERMANENT CHEMICAL INDEPENDENCE 
By CHARLES H. HIIRTY 

Chairman Advisory Committee of the Chemical Exposition 

This annual assemblage of the products of American chem- 
ical industry and of the mechanical appliances by which these 
products are manufactured provides fitting occasion for a stock- 
taking of past accomplishments and a care-taking for the perma- 
nency of those additions to our national wealth whereby economic 
independence may be assured. To secure this independence 
it is essential that there should be close cooperation between 
the chemist and the American people, which can only be brought 
about when the chemist takes the people into his full confidence 
regarding the problems whose successful solution is a matter 
of joint responsibility. By the presentation of these exhibits 
and by open discussion of the problems confronting the industry, 
a sympathetic understanding is produced which creates a sound, 
intelligent public opinion, which is the greatest asset any industry 
can possess. 

The number of exhibitors continues to grow, in keeping with 
the continued expansion of the industry throughout the nation. 
The only disappointment is the setting aside by the Railroad 
Administration of the large plans which had been inaugurated 

by the industrial departments of the several railroads for pre- 
senting here a marvelous display of those natural resources 
of this country which still await the touch of the chemist to 
rise to their true dignity as invaluable assets. It has been 
deemed necessary to eliminate during war times this most prom- 
ising and well-inaugurated line of development. This back- 
ward step is a matter of keen regret, taken, strange to say, 
just a t  a time when, for economic efficiency, increase rather 
than curtailment of such development was to be expected, 
and when the call for the chemist was insistent from all other 
centers of industrial life. It is sincerely to be hoped that maturer 
consideration will result in a reversal of this gravely erroneous 
policy. 

MEASURES OF EXPANSION 

In taking stock of the chemical industry first thought turns 
naturally to the matter of available capital. The amount of capi- 
tal accessions has continued to grow. During the first eight 
months of 1918, $59,164,000 was added, making the aggregate 
authorized capital invested in the industry since August I, 

~914, the date of the outbreak of the war, $386,967,000. 
These figures do not include, of course, the investments made 

by the Kational Government in the great chemical plants whose 
output is used solely for war purposes. The total production 
of these plants sets our Government apart as the largest manu- 


